Secreted antibodies are a key player for exerting appropriate humoral immunity. For instance, in infectious diseases, poly-specific "natural" antibodies provide early protection, independent of T cell help. If this line of defense is crossed, T cell-dependent immune responses then generate a humoral memory provided by long-lived plasma cells secreting specific antibodies of adapted avidity and isotype. Secreted antibodies provide an efficient line of defense against re-infection and are backed up by specific memory B and T cells. In the field of humoral immunity, great discoveries including identification of a special T cell subset helping B cell activation (T FH ), have been made in a last couple of years; however, important questions (such as mechanisms for affinity maturation of antibodies) still remain.
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In addition to the above basic research aspects, antibodies have been well recognized as one of key therapeutic options for patients with a wide range of diseases. More than 25 antibodies are approved for human therapy and more than 240 antibodies are currently in clinical development worldwide for a wide range of diseases, including autoimmunity and inflammation, cancer, organ transplantation, and infectious diseases. Thus, antibodies are the most advanced bio-molecules for applying to treatment of patients. Therefore, I think that it will be challenging to make feed-back-forward loops between outcomes from basic research, development to new generation of therapeutic antibodies, and clinical outcomes. I expect Antibodies to become a venue for the rapid and affordable publication of both basic and clinical manuscripts in the field of humoral immunity, thereby further enhancing the tight connection between bench side and bed side.
